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ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS

Welcome to our architectural
solutions catalogue showcasing
our latest range of stainless
steel products for architects
and engineers.
With nearly 60 years in the wire rope industry
we are recognised as one of Australasia’s
leading suppliers of complete stainless steel
architectural structural solutions.
Core to our success is our understanding of the symbiosis between stainless steel
form and function with architectural design. It underpins our ongoing commitment
to delivering products that meet the aesthetic and structural intent of architectural
orientated design whilst delivering environmentally sustainable construction solutions.

SILVER MEMBER
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We are a silver member of the Australian Stainless Steel Development Association (ASSDA)
and an ASSDA Accredited Fabricator. This means that we have the knowledge and skills to
supply and manufacture custom stainless steel cables to the highest industry standards.
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“we are recognised as
one of Australasia’s
leading suppliers
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Stainless Steel
Solutions
In contrast to other building materials,
stainless steel yields to the entropic nature of
the environment as it can be 100% recovered
and reformed.
The capacity for recycling offers sustainability, making it a
constantly evolving resource. Working on this basis our teams
focus on improving and refining both the design of our
stainless steel wire rope and fittings as well as the process of
production.

Working together with engineers and laboratories, our teams
integrate proven testing procedures to design and manufacture
products to the highest quality. Our process enables us to
provide clients with performance guarantees which are
unparalleled in the industry.
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Tensile Cable
Systems
Tensile cable systems are suitable for a wide
range of projects requiring high strength,
low stretch and corrosion resistance to
deliver structural support.
Our tensile cable range includes stainless steel G316, G316L,
G304 and Duplex 2205 as well as Galvanized wire rope.
Tensile cables are often used for holding, seizing and lifting
structures such as roofs, awnings, bridges, arbors, catenary
lighting and tensile fabric structures.
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“

Our projects range from
arbors in Australia to
playgrounds in Israel.
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Green
Solutions
As architecture continues to embrace green
solutions for environmental and aesthetic
purposes, climbing plants and vines
(including vertical garden walls) are fast
becoming a bespoke addition to facades,
walls, partitions and open spaces.
Stainless steel has become the material of choice due to
it’s 100% recyclable quality and lightweight format. Our
architecturally designed stainless steel Flexi-Mesh product
and hamma® range of structural cable solutions effortlessly
cover walls of any size or shape helping to reduce energy
consumption, dust and air pollution whilst increasing
oxygen around the immediate area and delivering a visually
compelling project.

“

Our Flexi-Mesh range
is the product of choice
for landscape architects
and designers.
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Glass Facades
Glass is a popular solution for facades due to
its strength, simplicity and transparency.
Our design solutions for glass façades utilise stainless steel
cables and rods to support structures.

Two world renowned projects utlising our design solutions
include: the Suvarnabhumi International Airport, Bangkok;
and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Headquarters in
Vancouver, Canada.
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Balustrade
Stainless steel offers unique architectural
solutions for both indoor and outdoor
balustrading.
Our Flexi-Mesh architectural stainless steel cable mesh
and hamma® structural cable systems are widely used on
balustrading for projects worldwide. They are regularly
specified by architects when high quality and corrosion
resistant products are required.

Our stainless steel wire rope solutions include G316, G316L
and Duplex 2205 . Both Flexi-Mesh and hamma® structural
cable systems deliver safe solutions for balustrading whilst
offering an unimpeded view. Our products are designed and
tested to comply with the Australian BCA requirements and a
number of international building codes.
Our solutions are installed in residential and commercial
buildings including offices, retail stores, hotels, hospitals,
bridges and many more.
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“Stainless steel is a
popular choice for
balustrading.
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Tenso Structures
We are the Australasian partner for
Teufelberger-Redaelli - the global leader in
tensostructures.

Across the region we have worked with a large number of
architectural and engineering firms to deliver structural
supporting cables and fittings for significant projects. Most
recently we delivered structural support solutions for the Port
Campbell Bridge in Victoria and the Matagarup Zip Line in
Western Australia.
Globally Teufelberger-Redaelli's focuses its resources on the
development and production of systems for tensostructures
engineering, offering complete and innovative technical
solutions. In recent years the Teufelberger-Redaelli name has
been linked with the construction of the Storebaelt Bridge
in Denmark, the longest suspension bridge in Europe, the
consolidation of the Tower of Pisa, the cables for the London
Eye, the cable stayed roof of the Olympic Stadium in Athens
and the suspension roof of the Khan Shatyr Entertainment
Center at Astana.
In addition, Teufelberger-Redaelli has been involved in the
construction of the roof of the Warsaw Stadium for Europe
2012, the new Juventus stadium in Turin and the stadium in
Vancouver. Again, using Teufelberger-Redaelli cables, a further
three stadiums have been constructed in Brazil for the 2014
Football World Cup - in Brasilia, Fonte Nova and Porto Alegre.
Other projects include football stadiums in Bursa, Turkey, and
the High Roller Ferris Wheel in Las Vegas, the biggest wheel of
its type in the world.
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We are the Australasian
partner for global leader
Teufelberger-Redaelli.
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Fall Protection
A key component of many projects, fall
protection, is a core deliverable of our FlexiMesh product.

Utilised as an elegant architectural solution, Flexi-Mesh
delivers safety as an integral component of overall design. Key
features include: tensile strength, Korean made stainless steel,
ligthweight, ability to span long distances and high corrosion
resistance minimizing maintenance and replacement costs.
Recent projects include:
• Safety netting above a glass atrium in a 5-star
hotel – Flexi-Mesh was utilised to protect the atrium
from items falling from above while remaining
completely transparent to the occupants below and
allowing maximum light transmission (94%).
• Fall protection mesh in a multi-story open deck
car park – Flexi-Mesh was utilised to deliver significant
project savings as it removed the requirement for
mechanical ventilation and sprinkler protection.
• Security mesh at a local government facility –
Flexi-Mesh was utilised to limit access whilst enabling
maximum light and airflow for occupants.
• Fall protection mesh on a bridge –
Flexi-Mesh was utilised to prevent the public from climbing
up onto the bridge and jumping from the bridge.
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Playgrounds
Seeking to offer entertainment and
educational experiences for children of all
ages, modern playground design requires
adherence to strict safety protocols.
For this reason our Flexi-Mesh product is regularly
specified for playground designs. The safety and
aesthetics of Flexi-Mesh particularly suit climbing
towers, tunnels, nets and crow’s nests.

“

Combining safety and
flexibility in design, our
stainless steel products
are the 'go-to' solutions
for playgrounds.
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Catenary Lighting
The presence of light elements create a
playful mood to vibrant laneways, public
open spaces and can create visceral harmony
in busy suburban thoroughfares.
Thoughtfully designed catenary’s fused with luminary can
deliver courteous lighting and create moving art spaces
of colour and light. The connection between the built
environment and the open space can be brought to life with
seemingly invisible stainless catenary.

We have delivered many catenary lighting projects utilising
hamma® structural cables to deliver purposeful illumination
with pinpoint accuracy.
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“

Our stainless steel
products support some of
Australia's most innovative
catenary designs.
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Zoological
Zoo architecture is a specialist field with
zoological enclosures requiring safe and
aesthetically appealing design.

Our range of stainless steel wire and fittings including our
Flexi-Mesh stainless steel architectural mesh and structural
rods are widely used for zoological enclosures across the
region.
Clients also utilize our design expertise, engineering support,
material selection, installation and project management
services to successfully deliver zoological projects.
Recent project installations across the region include the
Elephant enclosure at Taronga Zoo, Snow Leopard and
Coatis enclosure at Melbourne Zoo, and Wetlands enclosure
at Perth Zoo.
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Our recent projects
include enclosures at
Taronga Zoo, Melbourne
Zoo and Perth Zoo'
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Flexi-Mesh
Flexi-Mesh stainless steel architectural cable
mesh is an industry leading material used
to create lightweight structures with the
following key attributes:
1. FLEXIBLE – a multifunctional material that can be used
to design a plane surface or can be tensioned into three
dimensional forms that create unique, elegant and
lightweight tensile architecture.

2. ADAPTABLE – Flexi-Mesh has multiple applications
including balustrades, safety netting, zoological enclosures,
tensile facades and art installations.
3. TENSILE STRENGTH – designers can implement creative
ideas over large distances due to the extremely high load
capacity and low relative weight of Flexi-Mesh AISI316
stainless steel material.
4. UNIQUE – each Flexi-Mesh panel is designed and
manufactured to meet specific project requirements for our
clients. Our engineering and design team can assist with
static load calculations and offer unique solutions to meet
specific performance criteria for each project.
5. HIGH QUALITY – Flexi-Mesh is manufactured from
hamma® X, the world’s leading marine and architectural
stainless steel wire rope manufactured in South Korea, to
ensure product quality, integrity and longevity.
6. REDUCED MAINTENANCE COSTS – made from 100%
AISI316 stainless steel, Flexi-Mesh is remarkably strong,
provides high performance under severe environmental
conditions, protects against corrosion and rust, and
requires very little maintenance over the life of the product.
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“The go-to product for

architectural stainless
steel cable mesh
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Haver &
Boecker
Architectural wire cloth provides innovative
solutions for indoor and outdoor spaces.

We work with global leader Haver and Boecker to deliver their
comprehensive range of designs across the region. Haver
and Boecker designs combine outstanding functionality with
high aesthetic appeal to open up new perspectives in creative
design enabling fascinating architectural solutions.
Haver & Boecker offers popular solutions for facades, ceilings
and open spaces.
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Kinetic/Feature
Façade
A key feature of architectural design,
facades showcase the unique identity
of the built form and are often one of
the most eye-catching and attractive
components of buildings.

Supporting contemporary architectural design, our bespoke
cast stainless steel solutions provide architects with lightweight, attractive structures that can be easily installed on
walls of any shape or size. With the unique ability to withstand
significant environmental conditions, our cast stainless steel
solutions have been installed on buildings across Australasia
to great effect. We are regularly engaged by architects across
the region to design and deliver cast stainless steel solutions
specific to sophisticated architectural design parameters.
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Bangkok International Airport

Nortel Networks Building

Project Name: Main Terminal Building
Location: Bangkok, Thailand
Owner: New Bangkok international Airport CO., LTD
Architect: Murphy/Jahn Inc., Chicago
Year of Construction: 2004

Project Name: Nortel Networks Head Office
Location: Sydney, Australia
Owner: SAS Trustee Corporation
Architect: Bligh Voller Nield
Year of Construction: 2005

The main terminal façade envelope is 1,140 meters in length and seven stories high,
making it the world's largest glass wall structure at the time of construction.

The Macquarie University Research Park incorporates RDS 1.0 structural rod system in G316
grade stainless steel as the supporting feature of the environmental façade screen which
encapsulates the building, providing protection from the environment for the occupants.

37,000kgs of stainless steel wire rope and 19,000kgs of stainless steel
fittings were supplied to this project, and many design and manufacturing
innovations were introduced that have now become next generation fittings
and standard practices for manufacturing and documentation.
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This project was awarded a 4-star SEDA rating for environmental efficiency.

DOHA International Airport- Emiri
Terminal Concaved glass Façade
Project Name: NDIA (New Doha International Airport)
Location: Doha, Qatar
Year of Construction: 2010
The concaved curved glass façade incorporates complex cable supported tri-axial spyders
enabling this multi-faceted glass façade to become frameless and transparent.
Custom stainless steel castings in G316, Dyform and hamma® X cables (in various
diameters) were used in this project.

Architectural Solutions

Taronga Zoo Male Elephant
Holding Facility
Project Name: Male Elephant Area
Location: Sydney, Australia
Owner: Taronga Conservation Society Australia
Architect: Jackson Teece
Year of Construction: 2006
Taronga Zoo features 16.0mm 1x19 hamma® X stainless steel wire rope together with
hamma® AM Adjusters swage toggles and PBI Rigging Screws.
The PBI range of rigging screws were selected because of their bronze inserts and large
surface area locking nuts, providing the maintenance staff the ability to adjust the tensions
when needed.

Hilton Hotel, Sydney

Beavers Road

Project Name: Sydney Hilton Canopy
Location: Sydney, Australia
Owner: Hilton Hotels Australia
Year of Construction: 2007

Project Name: Beavers Road Pedestrian Bridge
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Client: Simpson Construction
Year of Construction: 2020

This cable stayed glass roof over the main entrance of the Hilton hotel is elegant and
functional, when viewed from below and above, the structure offers a visual feast of what
can be achieved with stainless steel wire strand and glass.

In 2020 Arcus Wire Group was contracted to supply and install the Beavers Road bridge
over Merri Creek, Northcote in Victoria.

Lessons learned from our Suvarnabhumi airport project were shared with the façade
designer saving costs in many areas by simply changing the specification from a single
32.0mm cable to paired 19.0mm Dyform cables as the main supporting cables.
As a result the support web was much more rigid and ultimately easier for the glazier and
installers to work with.

Constructed by Simpson Construction and funded jointly by the Darebin and Moreland City
Councils, the pitt&sherry designed bridge allows pedestrians and cyclists to travel freely
and safely between Northcote and Brunswick East.
Arcus Wire Group supplied Teufelberger-Redaelli Full Locked Coil Cables and Sockets.

A very simple but effective system customised to match the required breaking strength of
the compound design with the redesigned swage studs for the rigging screw bodies.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
T 1800 272 879

E SALES@ARCUSWIRE.COM
W ARCUSWIRE.COM
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Matagarup Zip Line

Perth Arbour

Port Campbell

Project Name: Matagarup Zip Line
Location: Perth, Australia
Client: Main Roads Western Australia
Year of Construction: 2020

Project Name: Perth Arbour
Location: Perth, Australia
Client: MakMax Australia
Year of Construction: 2017

Project Name: Port Campbell Suspension Bridge
Location: Port Campbell, Australia
Client: Simpson Construction
Year of Construction: 2020

In 2020 Arcus Wire Group was engaged by Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) to
supply specialty FLC cables for a new Zip Line to be constructed off the Matagarup Bridge.

The impressive Arbour stands 10m tall and 20m wide, and stretches 450m around the
south side of the Stadium. Over a thousand stainless steel cables were installed on the
43 arches that make up the Arbour to create a tensile structure in the form of a canopy.

Arcus Wire Group worked with Simpson Constructions on the completion of the Port
Campbell pedestrian bridge – delivered as part of a $3.2 million project for Parks Victoria.

Arcus Wire Group supplied Teufelberger-Redaelli Full Locked Coil Cables and Sockets. The
Zip Line is a 19mm FLC and was made custom for this project.

Suspended on the structure using bespoke fittings are 3,076 bronzed artwork panels
reflecting Whadjuk and Noongar stories.
More than 13 tonnes of grade 316 stainless steel was used, including in excess of 14km of
16mm and 8mm hamma® X 1x19 wire rope which was supplied by Arcus Wire Group, as
well as 20,000 bespoke fittings and over 34,000 screws.
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We were pleased to supply Teufelberger-Redaelli full locked coil structural cable to support
the bridge as well as our Flexi-Mesh stainless steel wire mesh which was selected to meet
Parks Victoria’s objective to feature open balustrading, allowing the natural and cultural
values of the coastline to remain the focus.

MARINA BAY SANDS CASINO, SINGAPORE

• Promenade Façade comprising a cable supported glass façade
• ArtScience Museum comprising a frame glass façade
NED KAHN WIND ARBOR, SINGAPORE

• The Wind Arbor by Ned Kahn @ Marina Bay Sands, Singapore is the largest and most
visible art piece by Ned Kahn located at Hotel Atrium (exterior) of Marina Bay Sands'
Art Path. It covers 6,800 square meters, equivalent to the surface area of 5 and a 1/2
Olympic-sized swimming pools. Custom aluminum plates set on to a wire membrane
structure giving the visual impact of the movement of wind.

Architectural Solutions

Other Architectural Projects delivered across the region

SOGO DEPARTMENT STORE, TAIWAN

• A vertical truss system segmented by tension rod supported frame glass façade.
Groundbreaking test analysis to exceed current testing standards for the measured
effect of a category 2 earthquake.
KAOHSIUNG STADIUM, TAIWAN

• Multiple cable assemblies for various elements of the stadium, our teams delivered
prestress 80.0m long cables for this project.
CENTRAL WORLD PLAZA, BANGKOK

• Renovation of the building to include a cable truss glass façade.
ZEN, BANGKOK

• Extension of a bow truss glass façade in P2H and hamma® X wire rope.
SUNTEC, SINGAPORE

• Façade Refurbishment. A fish bone style truss glass façade using P2H and hamma® X
wire rope for G8 meeting.
SHEPPARTON SUSPENSION BRIDGE, AUSTRALIA

• Teufelberger-Redaelli FLC Suspension Bridge in Victoria for Shepparton Council.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Our Team

Josh Sheedy

Shaun Salmon

Jeff Cui

David Sheedy

Jason Govan

Aleisha Salmon

SALES MANAGER

OPERATIONS MANAGER

ESTIMATING/QUANTITY SURVEYOR

CEO

INTERNAL SALES

Working with Arcus Wire Group for
over 10 years, Josh is the International
Sales Manager and the key contact for
Architectural Projects.

Shaun is the Group Operations
Manager for Arcus Wire Group.
With an Engineering degree and
extensive project management
experience, Shaun is responsible
for the Queensland and New South
Wales production teams, and project
manages delivery of major local and
international projects.

Holding a Master of Construction from
Bond University, Jeff joined Arcus
Wire Group in 2021 as our Estimating
Officer/Quantity Surveyor. Jeff’s role
utilises his skills in estimating projects
with a key focus on our Flexi-Mesh
product range.

David joined Arcus Wire Group in
1988 and leads the company as CEO.
David has been instrumental in many
industry innovations such as the
introduction of 316 wire into Australia
and the delivery of large stainless steel
wire projects across the region. David is
the current ASSDA (Australian Stainless
Steel Development Association)
President and Non-Executive Director.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER/SALES
SUPPORT
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Jason started with Arcus Wire Group
in 2017. Jason has a degree in
Mechanical Engineering and supports
the sales team with day-day operations.

Supporting our sales team Australia
wide, Aleisha is based in our
Queensland head office.

Our engineering design team can assist architects,
landscape designers, engineers and contractors
to customise solutions for tensile architectural
projects. We have the specific product knowledge
to understand your project concept and design
intent, and can provide a cost effective solution
that is compliant with engineering requirements.

PROVEN EXPERTISE

PROJECT DRAWINGS

With close to 60 years project experience, we have the
knowledge and skills to help design your next project. From
some of the world’s largest projects including the Bangkok
Airport facade to small, bespoke balustrades and playgrounds,
Arcus Wire Group is your perfect design partner.

From sketch to construction.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN CERTIFICATE
Arcus Wire Group provides Structural Design Certificates for all projects.
A typical structural design certificate includes:
• Shop drawings analysis;
• Analysis and design of cable size and specification;
• Analysis and design of infill mesh size and specification;
• Advice on recommended maximum mesh panel dimensions;
• Provision of sketch mark-up of predicted deflections and cable
end reaction loads for project engineers to check the supporting
structure; and

ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS

Project Design
Our in-house drafting team has the ability to create a range of shop
drawings for your next project. From concept through to construction,
we can assist with your drawing requirements.
Contact us for more information.

PRODUCT AND PROJECT CAD SERVICE
Our in-house drafting team has the ability to create
a range of CAD files for your next project.
As we are the manufacturer of Flexi-Mesh and hamma®, we have the
complete range of products on file in our CAD database.

If you require a CAD file that is not currently available on our website,
please email projects@fleximesh.com so that we can provide you with
the relevant CAD file.

• Provision of structural design certificate.
Structural Design Certificates are delivered by Arcus Wire Group
in-house. In addition, as the manufacturer of both the Flexi-Mesh
and hamma® product range we are best positioned to work with
our client’s engineering team to assist with any changes required
to the original design.
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